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Abstract. - In this work a classification system for basic edge and corner [1]. The reflector classification is
ultrasonic reflectors (plane, corner and edge) in three- important since it can be used in mapping tasks for indoor
dimensional (3D) environments is presented. The environments and in localization ofmobile robots.
classification system is based on the principal component
analysis (PCA) technique and the times-of-flight (TOF) are The PCA techniquhe(Primcpal Component Analysis)
used as classification parameter. The system provides a has been used to reduce the dimension of data sets and
sensorial structure to simultaneously obtain up to 16 TOF in object recognition in different works [8]. This technique
every emission/scanning process. With the set of obtained can be applied in different fields, such as recognition of
TOF, it is possible to identify the ultrasonic reflector, as well faces, sonar signal classification, object detection, and
as its position and range in 3D environments. The results estimation of object position in 3-D [9].
achieved by the classification system are satisfactory, since
the three reflector types are identified and located in 3D In this work a classification system based on PCA
environments. technique iS presented, for the identification of three-

dimensional (3-D) ultrasonic reflectors. This system
Keywords - Classification system, PCA, TOF, ultrasonic provides a sensorial structure that can extract information
reflectors. in a 3-D environment. The sensorial structure is formed

by four transducers, which simultaneously emit a
particular and different encoded signal assigned to every
transducer. Simultaneously, at every receiver, echoes are
detected and processed to obtain their corresponding

Classification systems applied to ultrasonic TOFs. With the described system, up to 16 TOF can be
environmentstare tinuosl ofiedsin the simultaneously obtained in every scanning process. The
different stages, with the purpose of increasing the TOFs are analyzed with the PCA technique in order to
percentage of success in reflector classification. These TiFs theuCteneratin oes In
improvements allow the possibility of identifying adentify the ultrasonwcreflector generat tigechoes. In

different reflector types in three-dimensional (3-D) reletor tio (rane,azimuth an elevation).
environments. The main changes in these classification
systems are sensorial structure, low-level processing The work is organized as follows: in Section II the
techniques, and algorithms used for classification. With developed sensorial structure is introduced, as well as the
these modifications, the sensor system can provide more discretization of its frontal space; Section III is dedicated
information from 3D environments in less time. to analyze the classification algorithm based on PCA

Sensorial structures used in these classification technique; in Section IV, some classification results are
provided and; finally in Section V some conclusions are

systems often present different number of ultrasonic discussed.
transducers and geometric configurations [1] [2]. The
Times-of-Flight (TOF) and amplitudes extracted from
echoes captured by the sensor can be used as II. SENSORIAL STRUCTURE
classification parameters in reflector recognition The proposed sensorial structure presented in Figure 1
algorithms [2][3]. The extraction of these parameters can h epropoped to stract presentin in 1
be carried out by different techniques applied to signals has been developed to extract information in a 3-D
captured by the sensorial structure [4]. It is possible to environment and, subsequently, to classify ultrasonic
find the use of encoding techniques with some sequences reflectors with the obtained data.
to simultaneously transmit with several transducers z
(pseudo-random [5], complementary sequences [6], etc.). l /R
These encoding techniques also allows to determine E/R1 dpj
TOFs with more accuracy, by applying correlation Origi E/R2/ d'
techniques. E/2 /R

Different models of sensorial structures have been t/\ /
used for object classification in two-dimensions (2-D) [2] gX E/R4 d'=d *fER4 Origin
and three-dimensions (3-D) [7]. The three basic
reflectors, more usual in 2-D environments, are plane, Figure 1. Developed sensorial structure (4 emitters/receivers).
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The physical structure of the ultrasonic sensor consists Z

of four transducers, all ofthem working as emitters and as
receivers. The transducers in the sensorial structure are Reflector p"(O y> <)

LI-Reflector projectiondenoted as E/R1, where i E { 1,2,3,4}. All the transducers in the z-y plane
are located in the plane x-z, with the axial axis in the y E /

....
r-.. P( z,)

direction. Furthermore, the separation between transducers E/R2
can be determined by the distance d (d&O. tm). E/R.. P 'y'A

The four transducers can simultaneously emit a T
different encoded signal assigned to every emitter [6]. inthfe x-y plane
Moreover, the four transducers of the sensorial structure Figure 3. Spatial localization of a reflector in front of the sensor.
provide enough information to discriminate among the 3-
D basic reflectors (plane, edge and corner) through the Every position ofthe map involves a distance r and two
captured signals. angles (y and 0). In Figure 4 the map of directions

With four simultaneous emissions and receptions, up to obtained by discretizing the frontal space is shown; this
16 impulsive responses (hij) {ij=1,2,3,4} are implied in space has an aperture angle in azimuth of ±45° with
the scanning process; where the emitter and the receiver A75.60; and in elevation of ±40.5° with AO610.1250.
are referred as i and j, respectively. In that way, up to 16 39.3° 28.1P 16.8° 5.6° -5.6° -16.8° -28.1° -39.3°
TOFs from the captured signals (echoes) can be measured.
As example, in Figure 2 only the physical transmission 42 43 4 546
channels among the emitter E/R1 and the four receivers 33.70, 41 T-2L 24 -25 26 -47---L---
are shown. Every hi,, represented in Figure 2 may contain
the principal echo and the multiple echoes coming from 225° 40 2
the reflector. 112° 3 21 9 3 4 3 28 9

Reflector > O35

1-45° 60 36 18127 16 3-1 5

F /R l 12

h 45 ° 58 57 56 55 54 ----
E/R4

Figure 2. Configuration of the physical transmission channels for the Azimuth
emission of E/R1. Figure 4. The direction map of the perception zone.

The sensorial structure is formed by a horizontal vector In Table I the distribution of positions in every ring
sensor (E/R2-E/R3) and a vertical vector sensor (E/R1- (hexagon) of the direction map and its respective aperture
E/R4), which allow to obtain information in both axes [9]. in azimuth and elevation is summarized. The advantage of
If the distance d among transducers is very small this configuration in hexagons is that this map can be
compared to the distance r between a reflector and the adapted to the different emission-reception patterns of the
sensorial structure (d<<r), the problem of echo ultrasonic transducers. For example, if the transducer has
correspondence is reduced [4]. Because of the fact that the an aperture angle of +300, the map will be only formed by
distance among transducers is small enough compared to the first 4 concentric hexagons.
the distance between the reflector and sensor, only one TABLE I.
direction map is considered for the sensor. In other words, Direction distribution and aperture angle at every concentric hexagon.
the emission-reception pattern of all transducers is Hexagon Positions Elements |[ Aperture in Aperture in
centered in the coordinate origin of the sensor. This in the map ! by hexagon azimuth ! elevation

consideration is applied to any reflector with 2 I2 6 02 1010
independence of its separation from the sensor. The 3 2-7 16 ±11.20 ±10.120
reflector position in the 3D space can be determined from 4 20-37 18 ±33.70 ±30.380
the set of TOFs provided by all the transducers. The _ 38-61 24 ±450+3.74_+0.38°
reflector position in 3D is given by their spherical 5 I38-61 24 ±450 40.5
coordinates (Fr vector director, razimuth and 0 elevation) Thmaofdrcinisetrdinheoriae
or their cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), as observed in Thmaofdrcon1Setrdmtecodae
Figure 3. origin of the sensorial structure as is shown in Figure 5.

The ossbleocaionsof eflctor infron ofthe Every point of the map has as parameters: an r distance, r
sensorial structure in a 3-D space have been discretized. A elvto n zmt nls;alo hmrpeetdb
perception zone model of the sensorial structure is created the r position vector. Moreover, it is possible to consider
by discretizing the frontal space to build a map of that every position of the direction map is located in the
directions and position. surface of a sphere. This is doable because the distance
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between the coordinate origin and every 3D position of III. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM BASED ON PCA
the map is equal to r.

A. Previous Considerations

0 00 The PCA technique has been often used in areas of
E/R ( /P(rpryp,Sp) m U S pattern recognition and computer vision, for data

E.R, reduction and classification. In this work, PCA technique
E<7 Ay is used to carry out a classification of ultrasonic reflectors

in 3D environments. The classification parameters used in
this system are the TOF obtained with the sensorial

\\V""N0V0V2V/ structure shown in previous Section. The sensorial system
allows to obtain up to N TOFs (N=1 6) due to the

Figure 5. Discretizing the frontal space of the sensorial structure. possibility of simultaneous emission with all the
transducers of the sensor. This set ofN TOFs forms a N-

A. Low levelprocess dimensional column vector identified by .

An important characteristic of the proposed sensorial T = [t1 t2 ... t] (1)
system is the possibility of carrying out a simultaneous
emission with all the transducers. This is possible because Wheretc is the TOF obtained by the sensorial system for
every transducer has a macro-sequence assigned to codify the received echo, n E { 1, 2, ..., N}; and the super index T
its emission. Every binary macro-sequence is constructed means transposed. If a training set of G TOFs vectors {t1,
from a Complementary Set ofM Sequences (M-CSS) by T2, , TGI is considered taking values in a N-dimensional
interleaving each one of theirs bits. A set of M-CSS of space, the average ofTOF vectors of the set is defined by:
length Lsq can be generated using an Efficient Set of 1 G (2)
Sequences Generator (ESSG) and, in the same form, an TI== T (
Efficient Set of Sequences Correlator (ESSC) can be G g=l
implemented [6]. This new sequence constructed can be NWhere wP E St The difference c1O betweeevrTOemitted with an ultrasonic transducer by a simple BPSK g e rT

.... . ~~~vector t and the averg sotie smodulation. The echoes received by this transducer are g
processed in the reception stage to obtain the classification (Dg = Tg- T, g=1,2,3,...,G (3)
parameters. At every receiver, echoes are demodulated
and correlated to identify each one of the transmitted Considering a linear transformation of the original N-
macro-sequences. dimensional vector of TOFs into a K-dimensional space,

In Figure 6 the block diagram of low-level processing where K.N, the new vector of characteristics pg E SK iS
applied to every transducer of the sensorial structure is defined by the following linear transformation:
shown. These low-level techniques allow TOFs from the Pg =UT (FD (4)
received echoes to be obtained with more accuracy. In this P g
case, if the sensorial structure simultaneously emits four Where Uopt is the optimal transformation matrix, U E
different macro-sequences, in every transducer EIRi four Kx. In order to obtain this matrix, it is necessary to
TOF can be obtained from the echoes processed. In compute the scattering matrix C, defined by:
example, in the Figure 6 is shown the detection of the MS4 I
received by E/R, through its auto-correlation function, and C = (. (FT (5)
subsequently to obtain the TOF4,i ofthis macro-sequence. N

a, >O EIR Emission To achieve the optimal transformation matrix Uopt, the
6[k] ESSG 42 Interleaving & Emission, Reception 7 determinant of matrix C should be maximum:

<__ TM-CSSj BPSK Modulator and AmplirierStageE dtriatomtixCsulbeaiu:

Macro-Sequence: Echoes Uopt =argma8U1CU|- U J, VK.N(

IWhere {u1, u2, ..., UK} is the set of eigenvectors of C
TOFlj Pe Modified corresponding to the K largest eigenvalues {U, Ku2,
TOF2, - Detector1 M-CSS1 , BPSK UK}. According to (4), the new sample-vector ts in the
TOF34 M-CSS2 Demodulator transformed space is given by:
TOF- M-CSS4 Autnhtit PS = opt = U0p1Q(T., I) ( )

l funtionftheMS

.-/ The reconstruction of(I from the transformed space,
)00 TOF4, EMi|Lsg M=4O96 l referred as Q.s, iS carried out though the inverse

-200 I. liffkIi transformation given by:

--------------------- ----------- -.---- 5
U

s opt 5 (8)
Figure 6. Block diagram of the processing carried out at every

transducer.
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The Euclidean distance (recovery error -,) between the distance. In Figure 8 the block diagram for the whole
characteristic vector of the recovered object Q, and the classification process is shown. The process begins with
sample (D is obtained by: the classification of the reflector type, and it subsequently

carried out in parallel its localization (direction and
£ -Q (9) distance).

With regard to the classification, if the recovery error is For the classification of the reflector type only three
'. ~~~~classes are defined as: TP TE and Tc for plane (P) edgesmaller than a threshold (,s<Es), this sample has a great ' ' (P), g

similarity with some element of the G-TOF vectors used (E) and corner (C) reflectors, respectively. Every class is

to obtain the optimal transformation matrix U formed by a set of TOF vectors off-line generated. Thus,
the specific class of every reflector consists of QxL-TOF

B. Reflector types vectors, where q possible directions are considered for
every distance 1.

In the classification process carried out in this work, NewN-TOF
only three ultrasonic reflector types were considered sample-vector
assuming a 3D environment. These three reflectors (plane, ------------------
corner, and edge) are defined by the r position vector Classfiction P

E Rsloftypeshown in Figure 7. The edge-type reflector is represented of type-rflector P
by an ultrasonic specific scatter located at the reflection 3 c f ts '
point P(xp, yp, zp). The plane-type reflector is defined by
its position vector F and the point P, being F the normal 7 777-)

Estimation Estimfationline to the plane c. A corner-type reflector is formed by Rslof of dirion ofd _istnic 2 Result of
two planes intersected with an angle of 900, observed from do q c

the concave side. The position vector r of a corner is Classification system based on PCA
defined to be normal to the interception line of the planes. Figure8. Block diagram of the classification process.

)z kz
These TOF vectors can be referred as

P(rp, yp, )9|a{X/01\ I:tR rapQ>yr,6) E/RV AP(rj,.y,.t, Tp =[Tp Tp - T ] for planes; T =TI T2 TL]E/R,YP,OP) 1 2 L~~~~~~~~~~~/Rfor edges; and Tc =LT T2. TL] for corners. The TOF
Edg,--~yp, ve t rx V efletPrx SD Pldflee-toy/ vector TX with q directions and I distances, associated to

E/R4 E/R,

a) b) the X reflector, can be expressed in generic form as

AZ TX =......................,,,'[TX TX ... TXf] where Xe {P, E, C}. Furthermore,
P(r ,yp,6p) the N-dimensional TOF vector Tx associated to the

l,q
E/R, reflector X can be expressed as TX = [t, ... t< ]T;where
mE/Re CoX e {P, E, C}, / e {1,2,...,L} and q E {1,2,...,Q} When

x E/R ~ reflect°r applied the PCA technique, the transformation matrix
c) associated to every class is obtained, referred as UP, UE

Figure 7. Ultrasonic reflectors considered: a) edge-type, b) plane-type and Uc for plane, edge and corner reflectors, respectively.
and c) corner-type. Every matrix has been independently obtained after

applying the process explained in (6).
C. Considerated Classes In order to estimate the direction of the reflectors as

Before beginning the classification process, it is well as its separation with respect to the sensorial system,
necessary to remark some considerations associated to the the same methodology can be applied. In this

... classification process, it iS necessary to create so manysensorial structure that will be used during the acquisition classesias drein ar d esired tobiente Fo tat
of the patterns. The emission/reception cone of the sensor reason the classes are identified as:
is defined by the azimuth angle (r,y,..rx) and elevation '

angle (0.O<.O_ x); and the distance range is defined by Tq$ 1r,q T2q q. L 1,2q...Q (10)
r. and rx. The vector F, which defines the 3D position
ofareflector in the perception zone, is given by their Where Txq is the class of reflector in the q direction and

(r, }~~~O) coordinates' .Th,rna saeo h snoi lit iS characterized by L-TOF vectors to different distances
strutur isfored y Qdirctios dfind b (Y, Q), ith of the sensor. The transformation matrix UXq associated to

q E { 1,2, .. .,Q}. Moreover, in every direction q there exist eeycasi bandb plig() n eie s
L discrete distances referred as 1, with / E {1,2,. ................,L}.TheUqX [=~ LUqZl2 U-K uq q=1,2,..... . .........,Q(11)
principal goal in this work is to identify a determined WeeU steotmltasomto arxi h
reflector located at a direction q and distance l. For that it d o t
iS necessary to obtain a set Of measurements (or classes) q,k are the more significant
representing-ever relco at evr ieto n K-eigenvectors of the scattering matrix C, with k Er er e etmgevey eI ecorat ver qalrect o an l {1,2,.K lVK.N}.
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In order to estimate the distance of the reflector X, L In the type-reflector classification, the belonging ofthe
new classes associated to each distance I considered are TOF sample-vector 'c to any class associated to only one
constructed. Every class is defined by: transformation matrix is determined by means of the

Tf = [rh </,2TX,,1 1=1,2,..., L (12) smallest recovery error calculated. For example, for a
plane identification the recovery error {, should be

Where T' is every class of the reflector X at the distance smaller than others ({5</'A{5<£5). After the reflector
1, integrated by Q-TOF vectors corresponding to the identification, the estimation of the position qs and
different directions from the frontal space. With these distance 15 can be determined in the same way, following
classes, the transformation matrices Ux$ associated to a similar procedure. To estimate the direction q5, the
every class are obtained by: sample-vector 'c is compared to all possible q directions
u =Ui U/2 UK,Ku /=1,2,..., L (13) and the smallest recovery error obtained cz corresponds

to the position of the identified reflector (ez <ers,q). TheWhere Ux/ is every optimal transformation matrix s,q,
associated to the reflector X at the distance 1; and Ul$,kare distance is estimated by comparing the TOF sample-
the more significant K-eigenvectors of the scattering vector ts with all distance classes T1, and the smallest
matrix C, where k'E { 1,2,...,K VK.N}. recovered error ex is associated to the corresponding
D. Strategy ofidentification and location distance IS (%,x <£5,)

After applying the PCA technique to obtain the optimal
transformation matrix Uop, this can be used for the IV. CLASSIFICATION AND ESTIMATION RESULTS
classification process of a new TOF sample-vector ts. This
new TOF sample-vector can be obtained on-line to carry In order to verify the effectiveness of the classification
out a classification in real time. The strategy to identify
and locate a reflector in 3D environment is done following system ofvutrasnicreflecto bseng Pat tecnique,
the diagram of Figure 8. The first step is to determine the some tests have been carried out using data generated by
type-reflector of the new sample-vector ts and the second a TOF simulator. Every 3D reflector characterized in
step is to locate its position and distance in parallel, previous Section has been used as reference in the
employing the result obtained in the first step. The simulator to obtain the training set of TOF vectors. Every
identification of a reflector X located at distance rs and reflector has been placed at different positions q and
direction qs starts with its projection to the transformed distances 1, considering the map of directions from
space by applying (7). The TOF sample-vector ts in the Section II. Every direction q is defined by the yazimuth
transformed space ps is determined by: and 0 elevation angles. The reflectors were gradually

p* = (UX)T .(D< = (U*)T *(T - vT) (14) placed, starting from 50cm until 3 10cm, at intervals of
PS s s 20cm. In Figure 4 are shown the Q (Q=61) possible

With px E SK. Next, the sample-vector in the transformed directions considered at every distance 1.
space p$s is recovered by the inverse transformation New TOF sample-vectors different from the training
defined in (8), and the recovered TOF vector Qxs is given set have been obtained in order to test the classification
by: system. In that way, intermediate measurements have
QX = ux. x (15) been chosen, so the system can discriminate an object

outside the reference values. The distance measurements
In this way, the TOF sample-vector ts is projected to used in the test, considering the three reflector types in

the transformed space to estimate its position qs and the Q directions, are {40cm, 52cm, 87cm, 133cm, 160cm,
distance Is with respect to the sensor. The sample-vector 's 202cm, 249cm}. Table II shows the results obtained by
is projected to the transformed space using the optimal the classification system based on PCA technique,
transformation matrices in direction Uxq and distance Ux/; identifying and locating a 3D reflector. The tests were
as explained in (16). carry out with data not included in the training patterns,
px =(UX)T (-(Ts), PsX =(UX) (ts -TI') (16) considering that every sample-vector contains a Gaussian

noise of 5 gs.
The sample-vectors Qx5,q, QX5 recovered from noise II

transformed space are obtained with the inverse Success percentage in the classification of a plane-type reflector.
transformation defined in (6), as shown in: Succes in th Diretions Disan

Rflector Identaiction estimateda (616] estwimnatea (7/7)O -s,q q s,qX O - / , (17) Plane 980 1000 1000
Edge 950% 1000% 1000%

Finally, the recovery errors (£s) are calculated in (9) for Corner 9600 1000% 1000%
every analyzed case (type, position and distance). *Considering the measurements test in the Q directio ns

£,- -, In order to obtain a success classification applying the
£X = > Q (18) PCA technique, the optimal transformation matrices ofs,q s,q s,qX each reflector were generated by using only3
ej1, DI@S, -QSX¼I eigenvectors. In Figure 9 the correct identification of the

plane-type reflector is shown, considering the Q possible
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directions at the distance 160cm and a Gaussian noise of V. CONCLUSIONS
5 gs. The classification system shows that the algorithm In this work a classification system based on PCA
is more efficient in the centre of the direction map .
although the reflector type can be always identified. ' techniaue for the recognition of reflectors in three-

______ _____refectoridntifieddimensional (3D) environments is presented. With thisx lo-, Plane-type reflector identifiedI__-----_ -r - ---
E

classification system it is possible to discriminate among
7 I

l
4-

i Plane Errors

I I I I ~ ~~~~~-ComerError three types of basic three-dimensional reflectors: planes,
6 - I----_ _ corners and edges.

E II I,< ., X ,< 7<XX tt X The obtained results show the feasibility of the
4.-- - proposal with satisfactory classification and location of

rrA4I I I i the object. The classification system uses a vector formed
I I . I ~~~~by16 TOFs determined by the sensorial system. In

6addition to the type reflector classification, this
10) 10 20 30 50 60 classification system is able to accurately estimate the

Direcctions Direcctions ~~~position of the reflector (direction and distance).Figure 9. Classification of a plane-type reflector placed at 1.6m.
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